Mission & Mission Analysis
(what have I been told to do and where?)

What information do I already know?

ASCOPE-PMESII(-PT)

Outputs:
- Constraints
- Freedoms
- Planning Guidance
- Tasks
- IRs
- PIRs

Mission Specific AOE:
- Physical (overlays)
- Human (overlays)
- Information (overlays)

Mission Specific Actor Evaluation:
- COG
- SWOT
- COWARD
- Assessed Capability, Intent, End-state, Main Effort etc.
- POC considerations
- Risks / Threats

Mission Specific Situation Integration (including COA Selection):
- COA identification
- COA development:
  - Assessed Intent / End-state / ME
  - SOM
- Tactical Functions
- I&W
- IHI
- Situation Overlay
- Event Overlay
- COA Boards (ML and MDCOA)

Phase One Brief
- Overlays
- Actor Evaluation Products
- COA Boards
- PIRs
- Use format & rehearse

Remember the timeline!

PRODUCE A TIMELINE!

POC considerations

Risks / Threats

NAIs/TAIs